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Unlocking Serato DJ Pro the Pioneer DJ DDJ-1000SRT is a powerful 4-channel controller that delivers the ultimate club-style layout. It comes with
three high-quality decks— two four-deck, faders and a mixer. Versatile and powerful, the DDJ-1000SRT is ideal for club DJs. [FIUME247] is the
first ever DJ mix from the Fabergé Museum. (Yes, the museum where they house the Fabergé Imperial Eggs collection, the most famous and
valuable art collection in the world.) In this mix, I was trying to put together a lot of sound elements that are often used when the Fabergé Museum’s
most prized possession are being played; the “Eggs”. My goal was to try to create a mix that could express the environment and the atmosphere of
playing these priceless Fabergé Imperial Eggs. Adrien (the president and CEO of PORTABLE GENIUS) is a producer that focuses on electronic
music. He’s been producing for over 15 years. He’s done remixes for [INAUDIBLE], Hercules and [INAUDIBLE]. He’s worked with Darko
[IMPLANTED], [INAUDIBLE], [INAUDIBLE], and [INAUDIBLE]. He’s producing and releasing original material for [INAUDIBLE]. Marco
Foschini has released a couple of cool sounding tunes. The first thing you’ll notice about Marco’s tunes is how crisp the synths sound. They don’t
sound muddy or congested. They have that “crisp” sound and they’re super fat. The other thing that’s really cool about his tunes is how the synths are
blended together, making for a nice organic blend. The second thing is that the song is fairly short. It’s not too long. So, you can listen to it quickly
and get a pretty good idea of the song. DIY – AKA Daisy Chains is a composer, musician, producer, and DJ. She lives in Brooklyn and creates music
under the name Daisy Chains. She started out playing beats and toured with DJs like Alix Perez, Danny Tenaglia, and DJ Crystall. She then started
DJing in a number of different underground clubs and she released her first two EP, Death In Da Kitchen, in 2009. It was
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